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 
Abstract— A one-step hybrid block method for initial value 
problems of general second order Ordinary Differential 
Equations has been studied in this paper. The method is 
developed using interpolation and collocation techniques. The 
use of the power series approximate solution as an interpolation 
polynomial and its second derivative as a collocation equation is 
considered in deriving the method. Numerical analysis shows 
that the developed new method is consistent, convergent,   and 
order ten. The new method is then applied to solve the system of 
second-order ordinary differential equations and the accuracy is 
better when compared with the existing methods in terms of 
error. 
 
Index Terms— Collocation and Interpolation Method, 
Hybrid Block Method, Stiff ODEs, System of Second order 
ODEs. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
  Numerous problems such as chemical kinetics, orbital 
dynamics, circuit and control theory and Newton’s second 
law applications involve second-order ODEs [1]. Ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) are commonly used for 
mathematical modeling in many diverse fields such as 
engineering, operation research, industrial mathematics, 
behavioral sciences, artificial intelligence, management and 
sociology. This mathematical modeling is the art of 
translating 
problem from an application area into tractable mathematical 
formulations whose theoretical and numerical analysis 
provide insight, answers and guidance useful for the 
originating application [2]. This type of problem can be 
formulated either in terms of first-order or higher order 
ODEs. In this article, the system of second-order ODEs of the 
following form is considered. 
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The method of solving higher-order ODEs by reducing them 
to a system of first-order approach involves more functions to 
evaluate them and then leads to a computational burden as  
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mentioned in [3]-[5]. The multistep methods for solving 
higher-order ODEs directly have been developed by many 
scholars such as [6]-[9]. The aim of this paper is to develop a 
new numerical method for solving systems of second-order 
stiff ODEs. 
II. DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 
In this section, a one-step hybrid block method with three 
off-step points, 
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for solving Equation (1) is derived. Let the power series of the 
form 
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be the approximate solution to Equation (1) for 
 1,  nn xxx  where saNn ',1,2,1,0   are the 
real coefficients to be determined, v  is the number of 
collocation points, m  is the number of interpolation points 
and 1 nn xxh  is a constant step size of the partition of 
interval  ba, , which is given by 
bxxxa N  10 . 
Differentiating Equation (2) once and twice yields: 
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Interpolating Equation (2) at the selected intervals, i.e., ,nx  
and collocating Equation (3) and (4) at all points in the 
selected interval, i.e., 1
4
3
2
1
4
1 ,,, 

n
nnn
n xandxxxx , 
gives the following equations which can be written in matrix 
form: 
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Applying the Gaussian elimination method on Equation (5) gives the coefficient  1010,' iforsai . 
These values are then substituted into Equation (2) to give the implicit continuous hybrid method of the form: 
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Differentiating Equation (6) once yields: 
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III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
3.1 Order and error Constants of the Methods 
According to [9] the order of the new method in Equation (5) 
is obtained by using the Taylor series and it is found that the  
 
 
developed method has an uniformly order Ten, with an error 
constants vector of: 
 TC 1313131310 107083.9,105292.5,108542.4,101791.4    
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3.2 Consistency 
The hybrid block method (5) is said to be consistent if it has 
an order more than or equal to one. Therefore, our method is 
consistent. 
 
3.3 Regions of Absolute Stability (RAS) 
 
Using the MATLAB package, we were able to plot the 
stability regions of the block method (see fig. below). This is 
done by reformulating the block method as general linear 
method to obtain the values of the matrices according to [10], 
[11]. The matrices are substituted into the stability matrix and 
using MATLAB software, the absolute stability regions of the 
new methods are plotted as shown in fig. below. 
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Figure: Region of Absolute Stability. 
3.3 Numerical Implementation 
To study the efficiency of the block hybrid method for 1k , 
we present some numerical examples widely used by [14]. In 
this section, the performance of the developed one-step 
hybrid block method is examined using the following two 
systems of second-order initial value problems. Tables 1 and 
2 show the comparison of the numerical results of the new 
method with the existing method [14] for solving problems 1 
and 2 respectively.  
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Table 1.  Absolute Error for example 1. 
valueX   Error in [14] P=6 
BHSM Three off-grid points  
Error in New method P=10 
 xy1   xy2   xy1   xy2  
1.0  01038.1   01020.3   61032.1   21010.8   
2.0  11002.9   11036.7   81090.1   41050.5   
3.0  01009.1   01058.2   91000.4   61070.3   
4.0  11009.9   01032.5   91000.4   81010.2   
5.0  11084.8   01010.2   91000.2   91000.3   
6.0  11022.7   01075.3   91000.3   91000.2   
7.0  11015.7   01071.1   91050.4   91090.2   
8.0  11042.6   01057.2   91010.4   91070.3   
9.0  11078.5   01039.1   91060.4   91000.4   
0.1  11068.5   11067.1   91080.4   91060.4   
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Example 2 
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Table 2.  Absolute Error for example 2. 
valueX   Error in [14] P=6 
BHSM Three off-grid points 
Error in New method P=10 
 xy1   xy2   xy1   xy2  
1.0  01092.1   01075.1   41074.1   41074.1   
2.0  01073.1   01046.1   81040.5   81030.5   
3.0  01085.1   01047.1   91000.1   111000.4   
4.0  01076.1   01032.1   91030.2   111050.3   
5.0  01068.1   01021.1   91020.2   111010.3   
6.0  01059.1   01010.1   91080.1   111070.2   
7.0  01049.1   11088.9   91060.1   111020.2   
8.0  01039.1   11084.8   91040.1   111000.2   
9.0  01029.1   11010.8   91020.1   111060.1   
0.1  01099.1   11033.7   101000.9   111040.1   
 
It is obvious from the result presented in the tables 1 and 2 that 
new method performs better than the existing method [14]. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
It is evident from the above tables that our proposed methods 
are indeed accurate, and can handle stiff equations. Also in 
terms of stability analysis, the method is stableA .  
Comparing the new method with the existing method [14], the 
result presented in the tables 1 and 2 shows that the new 
method performs better than the existing method [14] and 
even the order of new method is higher than the order of the 
existing method [14]. In this article, a one-step block method 
with three off-step points is derived via the interpolation and 
collocation approach. The developed method is consistent, 
stableA  , convergent, with a region of absolute stability 
and order Ten.  
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